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Difficulty:

All the instructions you need to make the Split Rectangle units required for 
this block came with your Split Rects® tool. There’s a chart, step by step graphics, 
and directions. Determine the finished size you are making and then work your way 
through the instructions. 

This Simple combination of squares and Split Rects units give you a unique 
variation of the Bear Paw block. In this block you will make eight mirror image pairs 
of Split Rects units, making 8 units that slant from the lower right to upper left, type 
#1, and 8 units that slant from the lower left to upper right, type #2. Since you need to 
make mirror image pairs you will want to pay attention to the position of your strips 
when cutting your elongated triangles. Each Paw gets two type #1 and two type #2 Split 
Rects units.  You can use many different color combinations  with this block; just make 
sure to pay attention to your strip orientation so that your colors come out where you 
want them.
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Unit 
# of units 
required

8” Block 12” Block 16” Block

A: Split Rects; 
Unit Type #1
lower right to upper left

8 1”x 2” finished unit 
1½”x 2½” cut size

1½”x 3” finished 
unit 
2”x 3½” cut size

2” x 4” finished unit
2½”x 4½” cut size

B: Split Rects; 
Unit Type #2
lower left to upper right

8 1”x 2” finished unit 
1½”x 2½” cut size

1½”x 3” finished 
unit 
2”x 3½” cut size

2”x 4” finished unit
2½”x 4½” cut size

C: Squares 8 2½” sqs. cut size 3½” sqs. cut size 4½” sqs. cut size
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